AFRICA/MADAGASCAR

Ms Hantanirina Joelle RABEARIVELO, Madagascar*
Training for local development engineering expert
Centre International d’Etudes pour le Développement Local
Lyon, France

Mr Francis IRUNGU, Kenya
Master of Climate Change and Environmental Sustainability
Kenyatta University, Kenya

Ms Faustina ADU BOAHENE, Ghana
MPhil. Wildlife and Range Management
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Ghana

Mr Lameck MKUBURO, Tanzania
Master of Science in Biodiversity Conservation
University of Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania

Ms Bernadette KABONESE, Ghana
Master of Science in Agroforestry
Makerere University, Uganda

Mr Musonda NG’ONGA, Zambia
PhD in Climate Change
Copperbelt University, Zambia

Ms Fideline MBORINGONG, Cameroon*
Sustainable Environmental Management
University of California, Berkeley, USA

Ms Monika SHIKONGO, Namibia
Master of Science in Conservation Leadership
Colorado State University, USA

ASIA/PACIFIC

Mr Amri YAHIA, Indonesia*
Master of Forestry Science
University Tanjungpura Indonesia

Mr Yudi AGUSRIN SYAHR, Indonesia*
Environment & Development MS
University Kebangsaan, Malaysia

Mr Purevdorj SURENKHORLOO, Mongolia*
Course for adaptation to Climate Change 2016
UNESCO-IHE Institute for Water Education, Netherlands

Mr Rishi RANABHAT, Nepal
Master of Science in Natural Management
Pokhara University, Kathmandu, Nepal

Ms Thi Cam Nhung PHAM, Vietnam*
Beahrs Environmental Leadership Program
University of California, Berkeley, USA

E.EUROPE/MEDITERRANEAN/MIDDLE EAST

Ms Anastasi VASILIKI, Greece
Master of Arts, Learning in Natural Sciences
University of Cyprus

Ms Anna LOPATINA, Russia*
Master of Art Curatorial Practice
University for Creative Arts, UK
**LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN**

Mr Henry Bloomfield MELGAR, Bolivia
International Master’s in Biodiversity Conservation Practice
Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher Education Center (CATIE)
Costa Rica

Mr Thales PUPO WEST, Brazil
Interdisciplinary Ecology Course
University of Florida

Ms Sandra SALES GARCIA, Guatemala
Education for Sustainable Human Development in the Management and
Conservation of Natural Areas
Moxviquil, Mexico

Ms Carolina CHONG MONTENEGRO, Ecuador
International Studies in Aquatic Tropical Ecology ISATEC
Bremen University, Germany

Ms Julia GORRICHO, Colombia*
Environmental Governance
Institute for Environmental Social Sciences and Geography
Albert-Ludwigs-Universitat, Freiburg

Mr Emmanuel DA PONTE, Paraguay
Course in Deforestation in Paraguay and Ecosystem Service approaches
German Aerospace Center in Munich c/o Kiel University

* WWF Staff member